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Abstract. A method for deriving the parameters of a six-degree-of-freedom (6-DoF) aircraft 

dynamics model by adopting reverse engineering techniques is presented. The novelty of the paper 

is the adaption of the 6-DoF Aircraft Dynamics Model (ADM) as a virtual sensor integrated in a 

low-cost navigation and guidance system designed for small Unmanned Aircraft (UA). The mass 

and aerodynamic properties of the JAVELIN UA are determined with the aid of an accurate 3D 

scanning and CAD processing. For qualitatively assessing the calculated ADM, a trajectory with 

high dynamics is simulated for the JAVELIN UA and compared with that of a published 6-DoF 

model of the AEROSONDE UA. Additionally, to confirm the validity of the approach, reverse 

engineering procedures are applied to a published CAD model of the AEROSONDE UA aiding to 

the calculation of the associated 6-DoF model parameters. A spiral descent trajectory is generated 

using both the published and calculated parameters of the AEROSONDE UA and a comparative 

analysis is performed that validates the methodology. The accurate knowledge of the ADM is then 

utilised in the development of a virtual sensor to augment the UA navigation and guidance system 

in case of primary navigation sensor outages.  

Introduction 

In the recent years, the use of Unmanned Aircraft (UA) in a number of civil and military 

applications is accelerating at an unprecedented rate. In this context, the six-degree-of-freedom (6-

DoF) Aircraft Dynamics Model (ADM) for an UA is essential for carrying out a host of research 

activities. This paper presents an approach for developing the 6-DoF dynamics model without any 

reference to original design drawings and manufacturer detained information. Reverse-engineering 

techniques are used to retrieve the detailed geometric information about the UA airframe, which are 

then made use of for replicating the mass properties of the UA [1]. The retrieved 6-DoF model is 

then implemented onboard the UA as a virtual sensor in a similar manner to that of proposed in [2] 

to compensate for the shortcomings of the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) sensors and 

Micro-Electro-Mechanical System (MEMS) based Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) in high-

dynamics attitude determination tasks. The term ‘virtual sensor’ is used to describe a system in 

which an ADM, in addition to GNSS, MEMS-IMU and Vision Based Navigation (VBN) sensors 

(employed for precision approach and landing phases), provides additional inputs to an Extended/ 

Unscented Kalman Filter (EKF/UKF) fusion and estimation architecture [2-5]. 

Reverse Engineering Methodology 

The reverse engineering methodology presented in this paper involves development of a virtual 

model, or mockup, of the UA. The method uses 3D scanning techniques and computer-aided design 

(CAD) package for reconstructing the model. The mass properties of the UA are then determined 

from the virtual mockup in CAD. The derivation of the aerodynamic coefficients and derivatives is 

performed in parallel using point measures of the airframe. The dynamics model is finally validated 
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by first qualitatively comparing its simulated trajectory to that of a verified 6-DoF published in 

literature. Further quantitative verification and refinements are performed using flight and wind 

tunnel tests. For this research, we used the most recent addition to RMIT University UA research 

fleet, the “JAVELIN”, a fixed wing UA. The parameters of the UA are listed in Table 1. Table 1 

also lists the AEROSONDE Mk1 UA parameters for a comparative study [6, 7]. Additionally, 

Table 1 (right) lists the characteristics of the Handyscan EXAscan 3D laser scanner used to obtain 

3D surface geometry data of the UA [8]. 

Table 1. Comparison of AEROSONDE Mk1 and JAVELIN UA parameters (left) and 

Handyscan EXAscan 3D scanner parameters (right). 

Parameter AEROSONDE JAVELIN 

Length [mm] 1700 2000 

Height [mm] 600 650 

Wingspan [mm] 2900 2800 

Aspect Ratio  15 11 

Empty Weight [kg] 8.5 8.7 

MTOW [kg] 13.5 15+ 

Fuel Capacity [L] 5 2 

Endurance [hours] 30+ ~3 

Engine [cc]  20  20  

Max Power [kW] 1.28 1.28 
 

3D Scanner 

Parameter 
Value 

Weight [kg] 1.25  

Dimensions [mm] 172 x 260 x 216  

Measurement Rate 

[measures/s] 
25,000  

Laser Class  II (eye-safe) 

Resolution [mm] 0.050  

Accuracy [mm] Up to 0.040  
 

In order to determine the relative position to the surfaces the scanned object required a covering 

of a random arrangement of reflective stickers (dots). The randomness of the placement of the dots 

was essential as the scanner relied on the unique patterns of groups of 4-5 dots in order to locate 

itself [9]. The point data obtained from the scanner were then processed into geometric surfaces 

using the reverse engineering software, Geomagic. The geometric surfaces obtained were then 

exported to the CAD program – CATIA V5. The 3D scan files provided accurate external geometry 

of the airframe – in most cases with less than 1% deviation from the true distances in the geometry, 

but no data was obtainable for internal structures due to the inaccessibility of those areas to the 

scanner Adopting the aforementioned methodology, three-view engineering drawings of the 

scanned files were obtained. The drawings were used as guidelines for reconstruction of the parts in 

CATIA as illustrated in Fig. 1. 

   

 

 

Fig. 1. Reconstruction of the fuselage in CATIA and the finalized 3D CAD of the JAVELIN UA. 

The center of gravity (CoG) location and mass moments of inertia of the JAVELIN about its 

axes were determined using the assembly of all of the digitized components in CATIA. By splitting 

the components into sub-parts, an approximation of the distribution of mass throughout the airframe 

was performed.  
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Development of the 6-DoF Dynamics Model 

A 6-DoF theoretical model was developed after obtaining the mass properties of the UA. The 

response of the UA to disturbances and control inputs was obtained based on the model. The 6-DoF 

dynamics model of the JAVELIN UA is derived using the equations of motion for a fixed-wing 

aircraft. For implementation purposes, the aerodynamic derivatives and coefficients are essential, 

which were determined using a number of techniques. The majority of stability and control 

derivatives were calculated using empirical equations originally developed for DATCOM as 

discussed in [9]. Sensitive coefficients such as zero-alpha lift and lift-curve slope were calculated 

using a 3D vortex lattice method in order to achieve higher accuracy for the given UA geometry. 

The JAVELIN model in XLR5 analysis tool after performing 3D vortex lattice analysis is illustrated 

in Fig. 2. A preliminary analysis of the calculated derivatives and coefficients was performed by 

comparing the calculated parameters of the JAVELIN with the validated parameters for a geometric 

and inertially similar UA – the AEROSONDE Mk1, the parameters for which are provided with the 

AeroSim Blockset for Simulink [6]. A comparison of several stability derivatives, separated into 

groups and ordered by importance by [10] are given in Table 2.  

 

Fig. 2. The JAVELIN model in XFLR5 analysis tool. 

Table 2. Stability derivatives and moments of inertia for AEROSONDE and JAVELIN UA [6, 10]. 

Parameter Units AEROSONDE JAVELIN Determination Method 

    /rad 5.61 4.97 3D Vortex Lattice Using [11] 

    /rad -2.74 -1.57 3D Vortex Lattice Using [11] 

    /rad -0.13 -0.073 Empirical [10] 

    /rad 0.073 0.072 Empirical [10] 

   ̇  /rad -10.38 -2.05 Empirical [10] 

    /rad -38.21 -7.24 Empirical [10] 

    /rad -0.51 -0.46 Empirical [10] 

    /rad -0.095 -0.075 Empirical [10] 

      /rad 0.043 0.03 3D Vortex Lattice Using [11] 

    /rad 0.23 0.33 3D Vortex Lattice Using [11] 

    /rad 0.135 0.135 3D Vortex Lattice Using [11] 

   ̇ /rad 1.97 0.62 Empirical [10] 

    /rad 7.95 6.70 Empirical [10] 

    kgm
2
 0.824 1.647 CAD Model 

    kgm
2
 1.135 1.531 CAD Model 

    kgm
2
 1.759 3.094 CAD Model 

    kgm
2
 0.120 0.066 CAD Model 
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In addition to the aerodynamic coefficients, the moments of inertia are required to complete 

describe the ADM. These are determined from the detailed CAD model developed earlier, and are 

compared to the values of the AEROSONDE. Significant similarities can be seen from Table 2.  

6-DoF ADM Validation 

In order to validate the JAVELIN 6-DoF ADM without performing flight tests, a comparative 

approach is considered, whereby an open-loop simulation is performed for the JAVELIN and the 

AEROSONDE UA. For simulation purposes, it is assumed that the propulsion model for the 

JAVELIN is the same as that of the AEROSONDE UA. The simulation begins with each aircraft at 

250 m ASL (230 m AGL at the location of the simulation), with the throttle set to 40%. Although 

the UA are trimmed for steady-level flight, without control inputs the unbalanced torque from the 

engine excites the spiral mode and the aircraft begin to descent in a helix trajectory. The 

comparison of the spiral trajectories obtained for the two UA are illustrated in Fig. 3 (a).  Due to a 

greater bank angle and a shorter time to reach the ground, it can be seen that the JAVELIN 

completes fewer loops before it reaches the end point. Further qualitative verification of this method 

is undertaken by comparing the trajectories plotted using the aerodynamic derivatives of the 

AEROSONDE as published by Aerosim [6] and the same derivatives calculated from a CAD model 

of the AEROSONDE. The estimated     appears significantly larger than the published value, and 

this can be effectively noticed in the spiral mode, which is sensitive to this parameter. Fig. 3 (b) 

illustrates the performance comparison of the calculated 6-DoF for the AEROSONDE UA to that of 

the published 6-DoF when lateral, longitudinal and airspeed closed-loop PI & PID control methods 

are implemented.  

 
 

       (a) JAVELIN vs. AEROSONDE                (b) Calculated vs. published AEROSONDE 

Fig. 3. Comparison of the simulated trajectories. 

Virtual Sensor Simulation 

ADMs are currently being used as a virtual sensor to provide additional information augmenting 

the navigation sate vector [12] in terms of Position, Velocity and Attitude (PVA) measurements. In 

current research, the ADM output is being processed either by a centralized EKF (for data fusion 

with GNSS, MEMS-IMU and VBN) or pre-processed by a dedicated UKF for successive federated 

UKF/EKF processing with other sensors.  The AEROSONDE ADM was used in [13] with a 

centralized EKF approach and it was found to exceed RNP 1 lateral accuracy requirements after 65 

seconds, and precision approach CAT I, CAT II and CAT III requirements after 34, 19 and 16 

seconds respectively [6, 13]. In the attempt to increase the ADM solution validity time, a UKF pre-

processing algorithm has been implemented and tested on the AEROSONDE UA as described in 

[13]. To proceed with an assessment of the JAVELIN ADM as a virtual sensor, an operationally 

representative flight profile was simulated as shown in Fig. 4. Simulation results showed 
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comparable behavior and performance with the AEROSONDE ADM previously tested [6, 13]. In 

particular, both the JAVELIN and the AEROSONDE cases evidenced that a low-cost VBN/MEMS-

IMU/GNSS navigation system augmented with UKF pre-filtered ADM (VIGA
+
) can attain position, 

velocity and attitude accuracies compliant with Category Two (CAT II) precision approach 

requirements. Additionally, the two ADM virtual sensors performed similarly in terms of precision 

approach lateral/vertical accuracy and validity time (Table 3).  

  

Fig. 4. Simulated 3D trajectory of the JAVELIN UA flight profiles. 

 

Table 3. ADM lateral guidance validity time for JAVELIN and AEROSONDE. 

Accuracy threshold 
ADM validity time [sec] 

JAVELIN VIGA
+
 AEROSONDE VIGA

+
 

CAT I 

CAT II 

CAT III 

92 

37 

18 

56 

30 

20 

Conclusions and Future Work 

The lack of reliable 6-DoF aircraft dynamics models, especially for small UA, can be addressed 

through after-market development of dynamics models by using reverse engineering techniques. 

These techniques, combined with implementation of 6-DoF dynamics models as virtual navigation 

and guidance sensors, potentially provide a low-cost, low-weight/volume option for improving the 

performance, safety and reliability of small UA [2] in an avionics based integrity augmentation 

system [14, 15]. The qualitative validation of the method for determination of aerodynamic 

parameters was performed on the JAVELIN UA and on the AEROSONDE UA. The 6-DoF models 

developed for each UA were used to simulate trajectories which were compared against the 

published 6-DoF data available in the literature. Wind tunnel testing is required to achieve this and 

to generate reliable engine and propeller data. Flight testing, when conducted, will provide a basis 

for comparison as well as a method for further improvement of the aerodynamic derivatives through 

analysis of the aircraft response outside of laboratory conditions. Following the present conceptual 

validation phase based on simulation activities, actual flight test of the JAVELIN UA will be 

conducted to verify the performance of the 6-DoF aircraft dynamics model acting as a virtual sensor 

onboard a small UA. The JAVELIN UA 6-DoF model will be adopted for developing the Next-

Generation Flight Management System (NG-FMS) [16] and for Air Traffic Management (ATM) 

studies [17].  
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